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1 Biostatistical methods
The Dose-Response Analysis Package provides various biostatistical methods for 
immunoassays, ELISA, and more. It supports you in investigating equivalence for calibration 
curves, provides enhanced data processing, and options for subgroup analysis.

Note:  The Dose-Response Analysis Package is not intended for relative potency 
calculations, as those are covered by the Biological Assay Package.

The following list highlights some of the biostatistical methods covered by the Dose-
Response Analysis Package.

For each method, we provide sample documents you can download when activating the 
Dose-Response Analysis Package add-on in PLA 3.0.5. Additional information about each 
sample document is provided in the document's Comment  section.

• Interpolation on calibration curves.  Plot the observation data of the Standard 
sample and the Test samples, calculate the standard curve, and determine the unknown 
concentration by interpolation on this curve.

• Spike-and-recovery analysis.  Spike your Test samples with different concentrations of 
your analyte to identify matrix effects or determine the precision of your assay within the 
assay range.

• Linearity-of-dilution assessment.  Determine the precision of your method at different 
levels of dilution.

• Effective-concentration calculation.  Calculate the effective concentration (for example 
EC50) of your sample in the concentrations you require by adding additional calculations.

• Curve comparisons.  Individually plot Test samples, and use the document dashboard 
or one of the document reports to compare the resulting curves. We support various 
analytical (regression) models.

• Equivalence margin development.  Use your historic assay runs to develop acceptance 
criteria. The Dose-Response Analysis Package provides test strategy development, 
visualizations, and simulations.

To support the setup of biostatistical methods, the Dose-Response Analysis Package provides 
various additional features, such as enhanced data processing, subgroup analysis, and 
suitability testing.
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2 Enhanced response data processing
Configure the processing of response data, for example, to subtract the absorbance of blank 
wells or to divide response values by the mean absorbance of maximum binding wells.

The following image from the 'Linear calibration curve (enhanced response data processing)' 
sample document shows a possible setup for the processing of response data. You can 
employ several adjustment and normalization steps and you can adjust the sequence of 
response data processing steps to your needs by drag and drop.

Note:  This setup is intended to show all available response data processing methods. It is 
not intended as a recommendation for a setup in a productive system.

Figure  1. Response data processing setup for curve interpolation

Select the transformation method that is appropriate for your data. We support the following 
methods:

Adjustment

A fixed value or the mean response of a specific assay element is subtracted from every 
response value. You can apply adjustments to a group of assay elements (for example, 
Standard or Test), an individual assay element, or a specific plate.

Figure  2. Adjustment by a fixed value

Normalization

The response value is divided by a fixed value or the mean response of a specific assay 
element. You can apply normalizations to a group of assay elements (for example, 
Standard or Test), an individual assay element, or a specific plate.
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Figure  3. Normalization by assay element scope

Transformation

The response value is transformed according to the function you select. You can employ 
logarithmic, square, and square root transformation functions.

Figure  4. Square root response transformation

Replicate averaging

The regression uses the average response of each dose step rather than the response 
values of individual replicates. As this method influences the degrees of freedom and 
the control limits, we recommend using it with care.
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Figure  5. Activation of replicate averaging
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3 Subgroup analysis
Group your samples, for example, in spike-and-recovery analysis or assay optimization, or to 
create statistics for interpolated results and dose-response curve characterization.

To define subgroups in your experiments, assign report groups to assay elements. In the 
following example, Test samples TST1, TST5, and TST8 are assigned to the same report group.

Figure  6. Assignment of report groups to assay elements

Note:  Subgroups are available for both, single- and multi-dose samples. For Standard 
samples, subgroups are not available.
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Calculate the document and create a report to view the statistics of interpolated results and 
fit parameters. For each group of samples, one plot is created. The following image shows 
statistics of Test samples assigned to the same report group:

Figure  7. Interpolation results of grouped Test samples (excerpt of a document report)
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4 Suitability testing
Define a collection of Suitability tests.

Assay suitability tests can fail a complete assay, sample suitability tests can fail a specific 
sample. The following image from the 'Spike and recovery' sample document shows a 
possible setup of a suitability test system, using both test types.

Figure  8. Setup of Assay suitability tests and the Sample suitability tests

Use the scope of the test to determine the assay elements for which you want to run the test. 
You can run the test for all element types, a specific element type (Standard, Test, or Control), 
or for a specific assay element.
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Figure  9. Assay suitability test applied to Test sample TST7

Use the severity of the test to control how failed tests affect the results.

Figure  10. Sample suitability test rejecting Test samples that do not pass the test
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